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Abstract 
Truszczynski, M. and Z. Tuza, Rado’s Selection Principle: applications to binary relations, 
graph and hypergraph colorings and partially ordered sets, Discrete Mathematics 103 (1992) 
301-312. 
Three formulations and various consequences of a compactness principle are given. For 
example it is shown that an infinite partially ordered set has the jump number at most k if and 
only if none of its finite subsets has the jump number greater than k. Other applications include 
Ramsey-type results on local colorings of hypergraphs. 
1. Introduction 
In 1949, Rado [20] published the following important result. (If .& = {Aj: i E I} 
is an indexed family of sets, then denote a(J) = {Ai: i EJ} for J = Z and 
9,,(Z) = {J G I: IJI Cm}.) 
Theorem A (Rado’s Selection Principle). Let s-4 = {Ai: i E Z} be a family of finite 
sets. For every J E .9&Z), let fJ be a choice function of the subfamily d(J). Then, 
there exists a choice function f of d with the property that for each J E 9,&Z) there 
is K E P&Z) such that J G K and f 1, = fKI,. 
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This result, sometimes referred to as Compactness Principle, has found various 
applications; the transfinite version of Hall’s theorem, the infinite case of 
Dilworth’s theorem and the theorem of de Bruijn and Erdiis on the chromatic 
number of an infinite hypergraph are only a few examples of combinatorial results 
that can be deduced by means of it. An extensive discussion of Rado’s Selection 
Principle and its applications (not only of combinatorial nature) and also several 
references are given by Mirsky in [16]. Some applications of the Principle are 
disussed by Nash-Williams in [18]. For a short proof of the Principle see 
Gottschalk [8]. 
In this paper we show how Theorem A can be applied to some recent problems 
in combinatorics. In Section 2 we derive a new (but equivalent) formulation and 
two corollaries of the Principle which seem to be more convenient in form for 
handling various properties. One of the specialized versions (Theorem C) is 
designed to deal with binary relations, the other one (Theorem D) with colorings 
of graphs and hypergraphs. In Section 3 we discuss applications of Theorem D to 
a variety of problems on graphs and hypergraphs that can be formulated in terms 
of colorings. In Section 4 one such problem is discussed in detail; a Ramsey-type 
result on local colorings of an infinite complete hypergraph is proved and 
Theorem D is used to obtain its finite version. In Section 5 we consider 
applications of Theorem C to partially ordered sets. Two parameters, the jump 
number and the dimension, of infinite partially ordered sets are studied. 
We note that the general proof of Rado’s Selection Principle uses the Axiom of 
Choice. For countable structures, however, our theorems remain true even if the 
Axiom of Choice is not assumed. 
2. Choice functions, binary relations and colorings 
Since we would like to find choice functions (colorings, linear orderings, etc.) 
with a given property, we will find some formulations of Theorem A that involve 
the property in question. The set of all choice functions of an indexed family 93 of 
sets will be denoted by $( 99) and, for & = {Ai: i E Z}, we define the set of all 
partial choice functions of & as 9,(&a) = lJ {.9(&(Z)): .Z G Z}. Instead of 9&Z), 
it will be enough to consider a collection of finite sets 9 c 9’,,(Z) satisfying the 
following two simple properties: 
for every .Zr , J2 E 9 there is .Z3 E9 such that .Z1 U .lz c .&, (1) 
and 
U$=Z. (2) 
Moreover, if 9 E Jjpp,(&4;B) is a property of partial choice functions of &, we shall 
assume that 9 is hereditary, i.e. that 9 satisfies 
if .Zr, .Z2 E 9, .Zr G.&, and f E 9 rl 9(&(.Z,)) then fir, E 9 n 9(&J)), (3) 
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and 
for every f E $(a), if f 4 9 then there exists .Z E 4 such that fjJ $9’. (4) 
This latter assumption says B is locally determined. 
Below, we shall reformulate Rado’s Selection Principle for properties satisfying 
(3) and (4). On the other hand, in certain cases the Principle implies some 
compactness results even if (3) is not satisfied, see our examples (0) and (p) in 
Section 3. For some properties, a compactness result can be proved, although not 
by Rado’s Selection Principle, even though (4) does not hold, either; see e.g. 
[14,17]. 
As we shall show, the next result is equivalent to Theorem A, in the sense that 
there are short derivations of both from the other one. 
Theorem B. Let .& = {Ai: i E I} be an indexed family of finite sets, 8; c P&Z), 
and let 9 s .9,(a) be a property of partial choice functions of &. Suppose that 2 
and 69’ satisfy (l), (2) and (3), (4), respectively. Zf for every J E 9 we have 
9 fl9(&(J)) f 0 then 9 f~ 9(a) # 0. 
First, we show that Theorem A implies Theorem B. By the assumptions of 
Theorem B, for every J E 9 there is a function fJ E 9? rl 9(&(J)). To use Theorem 
A we need to have a choice function of Se(J) for every J G PC”(Z). So, let 
/JI < 00, J E I. If J E 9, define g, =fJ. If J $9, then there is J’ E 9 such that J c J’ 
(its existence follows by (1) and (2)). In this case, define g, = f,,I,. 
Let g be a choice function of .& guaranteed by Theorem A. We need to show 
that g E 9. Suppose g 4 9. Then, by (4), there is J E 2 such that gl, $p. On the 
other hand, Theorem A implies that there is K E 9,,(Z) such that J s K and 
g,l, = g],. Moreover, we can assume that K E 2. (If it is not the case, then there 
is K’ E 2 such that K c K’ and g, = fKpIK = g,.(,. Consequently, g,.l, = gl, and 
we can replace K by K’.) Since K E 2, gK E 69’ hence, by (3), g,(, = g(, e 9, a 
contradiction. 
To derive Theorem A from Theorem B let fJ, J E Pfi,(Z), be the choice 
functions of the hypothesis of Theorem A and define 59 c 9,(a) to be such that 
f E .9,(d) is an element of .9 if and only if f is a restriction of some g E 9,(a) 
that satisfies the following condition: 
for every J E P&Z), J G Dam(g), there is K E P&Z) such that 
J G K c Dam(g) and fKj, = gl,. (Dam(g) stands for the domain of 
g.) (*) 
(In particular, those functions which satisfy condition ( *) are in 9.) 
Clearly, 9 satisfies (3) and (4) moreover, h E $9’ for every J E Pfi,(Z) (fi satisfies 
condition ( * ) with K = J). Hence, the assumptions of Theorem B (with 
9 = 9),&Z)) are fulfilled. Let f E 9 be a choice function of .vZ guaranteed by 
Theorem B. Obviously, f satisfies the assertion of Theorem A. 0 
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Now we derive some corollaries of Theorem B. The first one deals with binary 
reflexive relations. For Y E X, define %(Y) = {R s Y x Y: (x, x) E R, for every 
xeY} and, for RGXXX and YcX, denote Rn(YxY) by RI,. If a set 
system %’ L 9&X) satisfying (1) and (2) f g 1s iven then, similarly to (3) and (4), 
we shall assume that a property Y G lJ {L%!(Y): YE X} of binary reflexive 
relations is hereditary and locally determined, i.e., that it satisfies 
and 
if Y1, Yz E 2, Yi G Y2 and R E 9(Y2) f~ 9’ then R), E Y (3’) 
if R E S(X) and R 4 Y then there is Y E %’ such that RIY $9. 
Now we have the following result which we will apply in Section 5. 
(4’) 
Theorem C. Let 2T G P&X) and Y E U {S(Y): Y c X} satisfy conditions (l), 
(2) and (3’), (4’) respectively. Zf 9’ f~ 92(Y) # 0, for every Y E 2?, then Y II 
9?(X) f 0. 
Proof. Put Z=XXX, Ai={O,l} for iel and $={YXY:YE%}. Clearly, 
characteristic functions of relations on subsets of X are partial choice functions 
for {Ai: i E Z}. Define 9’ to be the property consisting of those partial choice 
functions that are characteristic functions of relations having property Y. Since dp 
satisfies (1) and (2) and 9” satisfies (3) and (4), the assertion follows. El 
Several interesting problems in combinatorics (mostly for graphs and hyper- 
graphs) are formulated in terms of colorings. In general, by a coloring of a set X 
we mean a function $I from X to some set C whose elements are called colors. 
Now for a property 9 of colorings, ‘hereditary’ and ‘locally determined’ mean: 
and 
if a coloring c$ of W c X has property 9”, then for every U E W, 
#Iv has property L?J’, (3”) 
if a coloring r$ of X does not have property 9, then there is 
W E Pfi,(X) such that the coloring #lw does not have property 9’. (4”) 
We shall put one more reasonable assumption on 9 namely that it is invariant 
under renumbering of colors, i.e., 
if a coloring 4 of W c_ X has property 9, then the coloring 4’ 
obtained from $J by replacing any color i E 4(W) by a color 
i’ $ +(W) also has property 9. (5) 
Theorem C implies the following result for colorings. 
Theorem D. Let 8 be a property of colorings of a set X and its subsets, satisfying 
conditions (3”), (4”) and (5). Zf f or every finite W E X there is a coloring of W with 
property 9 then there is a coloring of X with property 9. 
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Proof. Because of (5), colorings satisfying 9 can be identified with equivalence 
relations on subsets of X. (Two elements x, y are equivalent if @(x) = #(y).) 
Hence, Theorem C can be applied by taking Z!? = Y,,(X). q 
Note that in Theorem D the number of colors can be infinite. The result can be 
strengthened to involve conditions like (1) and (2), but in applications its present 
form will be suitable. 
3. Colorings of graphs and hypergraphs 
The advantage of Theorem D is that its assumptions (3”), (4”) and (5) are trivial 
to check in almost all cases. In this way several theorems of the following type 
can be proved. 
Theorem 1. An infinite structure (graph, directed graph, hypergraph, partially 
ordered set, etc.) has a coloring with properly .9 if and only if all its finite 
sub-structures have a coloring with property 9’. 
First we give a list of properties which have been investigated and can be 
substituted for 9, i.e., satisfy (3”), (4”) and (5). At the end, a proof will be shown 
for one of them (Theorem 2). For standard graph and hypergraph theoretic 
definitions see [l]. It is assumed that edges of hypergraphs are finite. 
(a) (k-coloring.) At most k colors are used in the coloring. 
(b) (Proper vertex coloring of a graph.) Coloring of the vertex set of a graph 
such that no edge is monochromatic. 
(c) (Strong coloring of a hypergraph.) Coloring of the vertex set, such that if 
two vertices have the same color then no edge contains both of them. 
(d) (Proper edge coloring.) Coloring of the edge set of a hypergraph such that 
no two edges with a non-empty intersection have the same color. 
(e) (Local vertex-k-coloring, [5].) Proper vertex coloring of a graph in which 
the vertices adjacent to the same vertex are colored by at most k colors. 
(f) (Local (edge) k-coloring, [lo].) Coloring of the edge set of a graph such 
that edges incident to the same vertex are colored by at most k colors. 
(g) (j-local k-coloring of a hypergraph [ll, 221.) Coloring of the edge set of a 
hypergraph such that edges containing a j-element vertex set are colored by at 
most k colors. 
(h) Coloring (of vertices or edges) of a hypergraph such that no monochroma- 
tic copy of a given finite hypergraph appears as a subhypergraph (or induced 
subhypergraph). 
(i) Coloring (of vertices or edges) of a hypergraph such that no copy of a given 
finite hypergraph with a prescribed coloring pattern appears as a subhypergraph 
(or induced subhypergraph). 
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(j) Coloring of th e vertex set of a directed graph such that no directed cycle is 
monochromatic (see [19]). 
(k) Coloring of the edge set of a graph such that each monochromatic 
subgraph has (vertex-) chromatic number at most p. 
(I) (&-coloring, [15], [21].) Coloring of the vertex set of a graph, such that if 
two vertices have distance at most s then they must not have the same color. 
(m) (L,,-coloring, [7].) C 1 o oring of the vertex set of a graph, such that on 
every path of length s there are at least r + 1 distinct colors. 
(n) (k-bounded graphs [6].) Labeling of the vertices of a graph by positive 
integers having at most k distinct prime divisors, such that two vertices are 
adjacent if and only if their labels are relatively prime. 
Sometimes, a compactness result, although slightly different from Theorem 1, 
exists even if a coloring does not satisfy (3”). Two examples are given below. 
(0) (X-decompositions, 5%’ is a given family of graphs.) Coloring of the edge 
set of a graph, such that each maximal monochromatic set spans a graph 
isomorphic to a member of X. 
Note that X-decompositions do not satisfy (3”). However the following 
compactness result can be easily deduced from Theorem D for locally finite 
graphs (i.e. graphs with each vertex having finite degree): let 5V be a family of 
graphs of size at most k. An infinite locally finite graph G has an X- 
decomposition if and only if for every finite subgraph F and G there is a finite 
subgraph F’ of G such that F’ has an X-decomposition and F is a subgraph of F’. 
(See [4] for a survey of results on X-decompositions of finite graphs and 
hypergraphs.) 
(p) (X-matching, X is a given family of graphs.) Coloring of the vertex set of a 
graph such that each graph induced by a maximal monochromatic set is a member 
of X. (Here also (3”) does not hold, however, for locally finite graphs, a similar 
compactness result as in (0) exists). 
Both in (0) and in (p), if X contains graphs of arbitrary size then condition (4”) 
may not be satisfied, as well. Nevertheless in certain cases, even then, some 
compactness results can be proved (see [14,17]). 
Further types of colorings for which Theorem D could be applied are provided 
by the following observation. 
Proposition 1. Zf P1 and 9 satisfv (3”) (4”) and (5) then so does 
(i) pi n p*:, 
(ii) P1 U L!$. 
Proof. In both cases, (3”) and (5) trivially hold for ?P1 n SP2 and &Pi U $P2, so we 
have to establish (4”). 
(i) If Pi n Pz does not hold for @ then @ 4 P1 or @ $ $,:, say @ 4 PP1. By (4”), 
there is a finite Y such that @Iv $ Pi hence, #I y 4 P1 n P2. 
(ii) If Pi U CP2 does not hold for @ then r#~ $ 9 and @ $ s. By (4”), there are 
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some finite sets Yi and Y2 such that #lu, 4 9, and @lu, $ C$. Since Y1 U Y2 is finite 
and both C?J’l and 9: are hereditary, it follows that @lu,or, 4 pi::, i = 1, 2, so the 
same holds for ‘9’1 U CP2, as needed. 0 
For example, combining (a) and (b), we obtain the theorem of de Bruijn and 
Erd& [2], giving a sufficient condition for an infinite hypergraph to be 
k-colorable. 
Let us now consider the combination of properties (f) and (k). The following 
result holds. 
Theorem 2. For an infinite graph, there exists a local k-coloring in which all 
monochromatic subgraphs have chromatic number at most p if and only if all its 
finite subgraphs have a local k-coloring with this property. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, we have to show that both (f) and (k) satisfy (3”), (4”) 
and (5). It is obvious for (f), also for (k) (3”) and (5) are evident. To show (4”), 
let # be an edge-coloring of a graph G that does not satisfy (k). This means that 
some monochromatic subgraph of G, say H, has chromatic number bigger than p. 
Now, it follows from the fact that (a) and (b) both satisfy (3”), (4”) and (5) (i.e. 
from the theorem of de Bruijn and Erd& mentioned above) that there is a finite 
subgraph of H, say F, with chromatic number bigger than p. This implies that 
~$1~~~) does not have property (k) and we are done. Cl 
The particular case p = 2 of Theorem 2 has some interest also in itself because, 
in triangle-free graphs, local vertex-colorings (of type (e)) are closely related to 
local edge-colorings (of type (f)) in which every monochromatic edge set forms a 
bipartite graph. 
Other parameters of hypergraphs can also be interpreted in terms of colorings. 
For example, we could say that 2-colorings of the vertex set are considered, such 
that the vertices of one of the colors form a covering set, dominating set, 
neighborhood covering set, etc. 
Let us introduce two new notions and then use them to restate some of the 
results we discussed here. A coloring is fair if it satisfies (3”), (4”) and (5). A 
nondecreasing measure on graphs p(G); %-+ R (i.e., such that if G c_ H then 
p(G) c(H)) is compact if y(G) < k if and only if p(G’) c k for all finite 
subgraphs G’ of G. (This definition can clearly be extended to other structures 
like hypergraphs, posets, etc.) In this terminology: 
l colorings of types (a)-(n) are fair, 
l the chromatic number with respect to a fair coloring is compact (in particular, 
the chromatic number and the chromatic index are compact), 
l such graph parameters as the vertex covering number, the edge covering 
number, the domination number are compact. 
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4. A local Ramsey theorem 
Let m be a positive integer and let X be a set. Denote [Xlm = {Y E X: ]Yl = 
m}. The following result was proved in [ll]. 
For all positive integers k, m and n, there exists an integer 
no = nO(k, m, n) such that for every (m - l)-local k-coloring of 
[Xlm, IXI 2 no, there is YE X, ]Y] 2 It, such that [Ylm is 
monochromatic. (**) 
Clearly, ‘(m - 1)-local’ could be replaced in (**) by ‘j-local’ for any j, 0 ~j =G 
m - 1, because if i <j then a local i-coloring is also a local j-coloring. If we put 
j = 0, we obtain a coloring of [Xlm such that at most k colors are used. Hence, 
(**) is a generalization of the theorem of Ramsey. 
In classical Ramsey theory, the finite version of Ramsey’s theorem can be 
deduced from its infinite version by means of the theorem of de Bruijn and Erd6s 
(see [9] for details). Here we will show that an analogous approach works also in 
the more general case of local colorings. It has to be mentioned that the de 
Bruijn-Erd& theorem cannot be used now because it requires that the number 
of colors is finite whereas, local colorings of infinite (hyper)graphs may have 
infinitely many colors. This is the reason why we shall need a result like Theorem 
D where the number of colors is not bounded. 
First we prove the infinite version of (**) and then, we derive (**) from it, 
using Theorem D. 
Theorem 3. Let X be an infinite set and let j, k, m be integers, m > j 2 0, k > 0. 
Then, for every j-local k-coloring of [Xl”’ there is an infinite set A E X such that 
[A]“’ is monochromatic. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on m. The statement is trivial for m = 1, j = 0 
(then the elements of X are partitioned into k classes, at least one of which must 
be infinite). 
Let 4 be an arbitrary j-local k-coloring of [Xlm. Assuming that the theorem is 
true for (j - 1)-local colorings of [Y]“-’ (for every infinite Y, and under the 
agreement that if j = 0, ‘(j - 1)-local’ means ‘O-local’), we recursively define an 
infinite sequence A,, AZ, . . . , of infinite subsets of X and a sequence 
x1,x2,. . -, of elements of X as follows. 
(1) Set A, =X. 
(2) Having chosen Ai, choose an arbitrary Xi E Ai. 
(3) Induce a coloring r@ on [A; - {xi}]“-’ by defining v(E) = @(E U {xi}). 
Clearly, 1/, is a (j - 1)-local k-coloring of [Ai - {x,}]*-’ and, by the induction 
hypothesis, there is an infinite set A c Aj - {xi} such that [A]“-’ is monochroma- 
tic under q. Set Ai+l = A. 
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Clearly, if p <r then x, EAT+,. Hence, for all p1 <p2, p3, . . . , pm, 
r2, r3, . . . , r,, 
Define a coloring $* on {xi, x2, . . . , } by setting #*(xi) to be the common color 
Of all sets {Xi, Xi2, . . . , Xj_}, i < i2, . . . , i,. Suppose that I{$*&): i = 
1, 2, . . . }I > k and let t be an integer such that {@*(xi): i = 1, 2, . . . , t}j = k + 1. 
Clearly, #(xi, x,+1, x,+2, . . . ,X,+,--J = @*(xi), 1 s i St, thus, l{$(xi, xt+l, . . . , 
xt+,,-J: i = 1, 2, . . . , t}l = k + 1. This implies that # assigns k + 1 
colors to the edges {xi, x~+~, . . . , x1+,-l}, {x2, x,+1, . . . , xt+,,-1}, . . . , 
{ x,, &+1, . . . , &+m-1 9 } which intersect on m - 1 sj elements, contrary to the 
assumption that # is a j-local k-coloring of [Xlm. Hence, $* induces a finite 
partition of {xl, x2, . . . }. At least one block, say {xii, xi*, . . . } is infinite. 
Clearly, [{xil9 Xi23 . . . >] m is monochromatic under $. 0 
Now Theorem D can be applied to deduce (**) from Theorem 3. 
Proof of (**). Combine properties gl = (g) and 9 = (h), with j = m - 1 and, in 
(h), with the forbidden finite hypergraph consisting of all m-tuples of an 
n-element set. By Proposition 1, Theorem D can be applied to 9 II 9: yielding 
that if all finite subhypergraphs of an infinite hypergraph [Xl”’ have a coloring 
satisfying pi fl 4 then [Xlm also has one. This is not the case, however, as shown 
in Theorem 3. Hence, a finite it,, exists, as claimed. 0 
5. Applications to problems on partially ordered sets 
In this section Theorem C will be applied to problems involving linear 
extensions of an order set. An ordered set is a pair (X, R) where X is a set and 
R c X x X is a reflexive, antisymmetric and transitive relation, called an order 
relation. If, in addition, for every x, y E X, (x, y) E R or (y, x) E R, then (X, R) is 
a totally ordered set. A chain in an ordered set (X, R) is any Y z X such that 
(Y, RIY) is totally ordered. A totally ordered set (X, L) (or simply L) such that 
R c L is a linear extension of an ordered set (X, R) (or simply R). 
Let (X, R) be an ordered set and let .Z G lJ {9(Y): Y E X} (9(Y) was defined 
in Section 2) be a property of binary reflexive relations L on X such that L E 3’ if 
and only if LIDomCLj is a linear extension of RIDomCLj. (Here, Dam(U) denotes the 
domain of a relation U E X X X.) 
Clearly, if L E 28 and if Y c Dam(L) then Dom(L(,) = Y and LIY is a linear 
extension of RIP Hence 2 satisfies (3’) (here and in the sequel we assume that 
X = 9&X)). Suppose that U $9. Then either UJ,,om(U) is not reflexive or not 
antisymmetric or not transitive (i.e., UIDom(U) is not an order relation) or, for 
some x, y E Dam(U), neither (x, y) E U nor (y, x) E U (i.e., UIDom~u~ is not a 
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total order) or, for some x, y E Dam(U) such that (x, y) E R, (x, y) $ U (i.e., 
R!&,,,,(~) is not an extension of R.) In each of these cases there is a set 
YE Dam(U), with at most 3 elements, such that Uly also does not have the 
corresponding property. Hence, UI y is not a linear extension of R IF Since 
Dom(U(,) = Y, this proves that 58 satisfies (4’). Since the existence of a linear 
extension is trivial for finite sets by induction, Theorem C, in particular, implies 
the well-known result that every ordered set has a linear extension. 
Here we will be interested in linear extensions with some additional properties. 
Let (X, R) be an ordered set and let L E X X X be a linear extension of R. For 
x, y E X define min,(x, y) to be x, if (x, y) E L, and y, otherwise. In a similar way 
maxL(x, y) is defined. Let I-~ be a relation on X defined as follows: 
x zLy if {z E X: (min,(x, y), z) E L, (z, max,(x, y)) E L} is a chain in R. 
It is clear that zL is an equivalence relation. Let ZL be the set of its equivalence 
classes. Each member of V& is a chain in R. Moreover, the total ordering of 
elements of X in L induces a natural total ordering of %=. (Note that by the 
definition of zL, for any distinct Ci, C2 E Ce,, either for every x E Ci and for 
every y E C2, (x, y) E L or, for every x E Ci and for every y E C2, (y, x) E L.) We 
define now the jump number of L as s(L) = IVZLl - 1, if ICe,l is finite and, 
otherwise, we say that the jump number is infinite. (In the finite case s(L) can 
equivalently be defined in terms of jumps. A jump of L is a pair (x, y) E X x X 
such that x and y are incomparable in R, i.e., neither (x, y) E R nor (y, x) E R, 
and y covers x in L, i.e., (x, y) E L and, for every z E X, (x, z) E L and (z, y) E L 
imply that z =x or z = y.) The jump number of R, s(R), is defined as 
s(R) = min{s(L): L is a linear extension of R} if R has a linear extension L with 
s(L) finite, otherwise it is infinite. The notion of s(R) was introduced by Chein 
and Habib [3] and received much attention since then. For this parameter we 
have the following compactness result. 
Theorem 4. Let (X, R) be an ordered set. Then s(R) s k if and only if for every 
finite Y s X, s(Rl y) S k. 
Proof. First observe that the jump number is a nondecreasing function in the 
following sense. If L is a linear extension of R and L’ = LIy for some Y E X then 
L’ is a linear extension of R’ = RI, and s(L’)ss(L). Consequently, s(R’)s 
s(R). This implies that the condition given in the theorem is necessary and also 
that the property of binary relations -r;P, = {L E 2: s(LI,,~,,,& s k}, where 2? is 
defined above, satisfies (3’). 
Now, we will show that -fe, is locally determined. Let U be a binary relation on 
X such that U 4 ?& If U $2 (i.e., UIDomCrr) is not a linear extension of RIDomCrr)) 
then we have already seen before that there is a finite set Y E Dam(U) such that 
UIy$ 2 which implies that Ulyesk. Hence, assume that U E 2’ and that 
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S(Ul uorn(& is at least k + 1 or is infinite. Then, there is a linear extension L of R 
such that l%$,I>k+2. Let C1,...,Ck+2 be k + 2 distinct elements of %ZL and 
suppose they appear in this order in L. Define 
Gi = {z E X; (x, z) E L for x E C, and (z, y) E L for y E C,+r} 
_(CiUC,,,). i=l,..., k+1. 
(Note that Gi may be empty for some i.) Since Ci U Gi U Ci+l is not a chain in R, 
there are two elements Xi E Ci U Gi and yi E Ci+l, such that (Xi, yi) $ R. Moreover, 
we can assume that, for all i = 1, . . . , k, (y,, x~+~) E L. (Otherwise, replace Xi+l 
by yi. Then (yip yi+r) $ R since Xi+1 and yi belong to the same chain C,+r in R and, 
consequently, (Xi+r, yi) E R and (Yi, Y~+I) E R would imply &+I, Y~+J E R 
contrary to the choice of this pair.) Thus, the finite set V = {xi: 1 <i s k + l} U 
{y,:l~i~k+l}satisfiess(L],)~=k+l>k, asrequiredby(4’). q 
Another notion related to linear extensions of an ordered set R for which a 
compactness result exists is the dimension of R, dim(R), defined as the minimum 
number of linear extensions of R whose intersection is R. Since for every pair 
(x, y) of incomparable elements in R there is a linear extension L or R such that 
(x, y) $ L, this notion is well defined. For a survey of results concerning 
dimension see Kelly and Trotter [13]. A compactness result for dimension was 
proved by Harzheim in [12] and he mentioned in his paper that two other proofs 
were found by Koppelberg and Jung, the latter one using Rado’s selection 
principle. Here we present a short derivation of this result from Theorem C. 
Theorem 5. Let R be an order relation on some infinite set X. Then dim(R) c k if 
and only if for every finite Y s X, dim( R 1 y) c k. 
Proof. Since we have to discuss families of linear extensions here, Theorem C 
cannot be applied directly. To prove Theorem 5, let us consider the ordered set 
(X’, R’) that is the union of k disjoint ordered sets (Xi, RJ, isomorphic to 
(X, R). We denote by xi an element of Xi corresponding to an element x of X 
and, for Y cX, we define Y = {Xi: x E Y} and Y’ = IJf==, Y. Let %” = {Y’: 
Y E P’,,(X)}. Clearly, %“’ satisfies (1) and (2). Finally, let 9’ G IJ { 9?( Y’): Y E X} 
consist of binary relations L on X’ such that 
Dam(L) = Y’, for some Y GX, (6) 
for every i, 1 s i 6 k, LI, is a linear extension of Rilv, and (7) 
for every x, y E Y, incomparable under R, there are distinct i, j, 
1 s i,j c k, such that (Xi, yi) $ L I x and (Yj, xi) $ L I y, (8) 
are satisfied. 
Observe that dim(R],) s k if and only if 9?( Y’) O Y # 0 This observation and 
the fact that Y satisfies (3’) (which is evident) imply that the condition of the 
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theorem is necessary. Sufficiency will be obtained in the following way. Suppose 
that Cl $9. If (6) fails then there are distinct i and j, 16 i, j c k, and x E X such 
that xi E Dam(U) and xi $ Dam(U). Hence, (6) fails for U(=,, where Z = {x}. If 
(6) holds but (7) fails then there is i, 1 s i s k, such that UI, is not a linear 
extension of Rily and it can be argued as before that there is a finite (at most 
3-element) set Z E Y such that UI, is not a linear extension of R&,. Hence, (7) 
fails for UIz,. Hence, assume that (6) and (7) hold but that (8) fails, say for 
x, y EX. Put Z = {x, y}. Clearly, (8) fails for I!.&,, proving that Y satisfies (4’). 
Sufficiency follows now from Theorem C. q 
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